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“Getting your head above the crowd.”

An introduction to
The Boxall Profile
Suitable for: All staff that work with children, young people

Course Code:
1622

The Boxall Profile provides a framework for the precise assessment of children who have social, emotional and

1631

behavioural difficulties (SEBD), social, emotional and mental Health issues (SEMH) and are failing at school. It
helps teachers to plan focused intervention for those children whose behaviour seems to make no sense. The

Tutor:

profile provides the teacher with insights and suggests points of entry into the child’s world — it makes people

Nicki Jennings

think about what lies behind the behaviour.
Date:

The Boxall Profile is, from a practical point of view, very easy to use. The two-part check list, which is completed
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by staff who know the child best in a classroom situation, is quick — and, very importantly, it is constructive.
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In this experiential afternoon course Nicki will cover:
History, theory and uses of the Boxall profile, each delegate will complete a profile for a pupil known to them,
Nicki will then guide them how to use these results to build strategies for individual pupils.

Time:
15.30 - 17.30

The Boxall profile assessment tool is recognised by Ofsted to assess developmental progress for all pupils

Cost:

including those whose academic progress is lower than expected.

£25.00 pp

Venue:
06.12.2016

When & Where
Course Code: 1622
Date: 6 th December 2016
Time: 15.30 - 17.30
Angel Centre, Angel Lane,
Tonbridge

Angel Centre

Course Code: 1631
Date: 7 th March 2017
Time: 15.30 - 17.30
Angel Centre, Angel Lane,
Tonbridge

Angel Lane
Tonbridge
CO4 5PA

07.03.2017
Angel Centre
Angel Lane
Tonbridge

Cost: £25.00 per person
For further details please contact:
Nicki Jennings
Tel: 0781 3323980
Email: nicki.jennings@giraffe-training.co.uk
Web: www.giraffe-training.co.uk

“Getting your head above the crowd.”

